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Employee Shareholders Employee Shareholders Employee Shareholders Employee Shareholders –––– Commencement Date  Commencement Date  Commencement Date  Commencement Date  

On 1st September this year, the concept of “employee shareholders” will come into force, 

thereby creating a new type of employment status where employees give up a bundle of 

employment rights, including most unfair dismissal claims and statutory redundancy 

payments, in exchange for an award of shares worth at least £2,000. 

Employees should think very carefully before opting to become employee shareholders.  

Several safeguards are in place, however, including a right to a statement detailing the 

shares, a requirement for the employee to take legal advice, and a 7-day cooling off period. 

Redundancy and Parental LeaveRedundancy and Parental LeaveRedundancy and Parental LeaveRedundancy and Parental Leave    

The Court of Justice of the European Union has recently decided that an employer cannot 

assess workers who have been off work on parental leave on different criteria to those who 

have not been on leave. 

Where it is the case that a much higher number of women than men take parental leave, EU 

law does not allow: 

• the assessment, for the purpose of abolishing posts, of workers in their absence on 

the basis of criteria less favourable than that applied to workers who have not taken 

parental leave.  Any such assessment must include all workers potentially affected 

by the abolition of the post and must be based on criteria which are identical to 

those applying to workers in active service. The implementation of such criteria 

must not  require the physical presence of workers; and 

• The dismissal of a female worker who has been transferred to another post at the 

end of her parental leave following that assessment, where it was not impossible for 

the employer to allow her to return to her former post or where the work assigned 

to her was not equivalent or similar and consistent with her post because, at the 

time of the transfer, the employer knew that the new post was due to be abolished. 
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Change in Law affecting Collective RedundancyChange in Law affecting Collective RedundancyChange in Law affecting Collective RedundancyChange in Law affecting Collective Redundancy    

A recent case involving the defunct Woolworths has changed the law on collective 

redundancies involving more than 20 employees.   

When Woolworths became insolvent, each individual store was treated as “one 

establishment”, as had been accepted practice in the UK for many years.  Collective 

consultation, which is required in respect of redundancies involving more than 20 

employees, was therefore only carried out at the bigger stores, i.e. those with more than 20 

staff members.   

The Employment Appeal Tribunal in the Woolworths case has decided that an employer 

cannot ‘opt-out’ of collective consultation by scattering employees throughout different 

establishments. It found that the employers should have consulted with all the employees, 

not just those at the larger stores. The result of the case is that all the employees from the 

smaller stores have become entitled to a protective award   

It is unknown as yet whether the case will go to the Court of Appeal.  However, in the 

meantime at least, the case has huge ramifications. Employers should therefore consider a 

pause on any redundancy exercise they are currently undertaking involving more than 20 

employees across their whole business where they are not collectively consulting and take 

legal advice. 

Sickness Absence and Holiday PaySickness Absence and Holiday PaySickness Absence and Holiday PaySickness Absence and Holiday Pay 

The Employment Appeal Tribunal recently decided that only the European minimum of four 

weeks’ annual leave automatically carries forward for an employee who has been on long-

term sick leave.   

The additional 1.6 weeks granted by UK law does not carry forward unless an agreement 

exists between the relevant parties providing for this. 
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